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1. Introduction
The advancement of information and communication technology (ICT) – Internet in particular – has caused enormous changes in the world we are living today. Many things are not what they used to be decades, or even years ago. Imagine how we communicated and shared information in the fifties, when computers were still ‘archaic’ and the Internet was still in its inception stage. Compare that to the numerous communication gadgets and the information overload that we have today. All those changes happened in only a little over fifty years.

Libraries as information providers have also undergone massive changes due to their close association to the way people communicate, collect, manage, use, and share information. Any advancement in ICT will have direct and indirect impacts on the ways libraries provide their collections and services to their user communities and society in general. Some advancements might be welcome by libraries. Others might be perceived as threats to the existence of (traditional) libraries since they are perceived as ‘things’ that would cause (traditional) libraries to become obsolete, or at least redundant, amidst the new emerging technologies. Some have also caused mixed reactions among librarians, who might ‘love’ and ‘hate’ them at the same time. Librarians usually love advancements in ICT since they can help tremendously in the librarians’ efforts to fulfill the information needs of their users. However librarians might also notice that many (or most?) of their traditional roles as librarians have been, or will be, taken away from them by those advancements.

Digital libraries (DLs), which include all of its variants such as institutional repositories (IRs), is one of the most important changes in libraries triggered by advancements in ICT. DLs have caused fundamental changes in the way libraries operate. It has also challenged the traditional roles of libraries and compelled them to redefine their roles in this new environment. It is in this context that discussions in this chapter will proceed.

Discussions in this chapter are the results of the expansions and ‘conversations’ from several of my previous journal articles on IRs. However they will take into account as much as possible and where appropriate, recent developments and discussions about IRs. The discussions will also use Desa Informasi (Information Village) – an institutional repositories project at Petra Christian University (PCU) Library in Surabaya, Indonesia – as a study case. The project is not intended to serve as an example of a success in IRs implementation. In
fact, it is still far from an ideal implementation of IRs. It is being used solely for the purpose of sharing experiences gained from its execution. Naturally, perspectives raised in the discussion will be of an academic librarian in a developing country. The environment, where the project is being carried out – a medium-sized private university with mostly undergraduate students – will certainly offer certain influences into the discussions as well.

2. ICT Advancements and the future of libraries

The rapid developments of ICT since the birth of computers and the Internet has contributed so much in changing the way we live our daily life. They affect the way we do things, which includes the way we do our jobs. They even affect the way we relate to one another in terms of personal relationships, as well as professional ones. Almost everything we do in daily basis has something to do with ICT. It ranges from simple stand-alone applications to collaborative and networked systems. Nowadays it’s almost unimaginable to write an article without the help of a word processor application, online dictionary or thesaurus, reference management application, and online journal databases. All these advancements have offered invaluable help for people from any professions in terms of working more effectively and productively.

Some ICT advancements however can cause fundamental changes in the traditional roles and functions of certain professions. They fundamentally alter the ways in which people or institutions provide products and services. Libraries – especially academic libraries – and their librarians have been living through these inevitable, yet often subtle, transformations. Nowadays most librarians are familiar with – or at least aware of – approval plans, selector services, new acquisitions of library materials with embedded electronic bibliographic records, copy cataloging, self-check-in/out, Internet search engines, virtual reference services, etc. All these roles and/or functions (acquisition, cataloging, reference, etc.) were traditionally the domains of (local) librarians. Local librarians used to have the authority over or in charge of performing these roles and/or functions. However the new environment affected or created by ICT advancements has created new ‘arrangements’, where these basic roles and/or functions are gradually being taken over by ICT, or at least transferred to other institutions outside the libraries (Liauw, 2006b). In short, traditional roles and/or functions of librarians are being challenged by the rapid technological changes, which usually also leads to social changes.

Librarians need to ‘redefine’ their roles and/or functions in the new landscape of the future information society. Davenport stated something that I believe is a good response to the challenge. She suggested that librarians should have “expanded, more collaborative roles in the creation and dissemination of knowledge,” which will empower (academic) libraries to assume new role and/or function as learning space instead of information storehouse (Davenport, 2006). It is now up to librarians on how to assume this ‘new’ role and/or function in the new landscape.

Digital libraries (DLs) and/or institutional repositories (IRs) offer opportunities for librarians and libraries to re-assert their influence in the creation and dissemination of knowledge. DLs/IRs is a strategic move for libraries to maintain their relevance in the new landscape of ICT-savvy society. However before going into any further discussions, we need to be on the same page on what we call digital libraries (DLs) and/or institutional repositories (IRs).
3. Institutional repositories and desa informasi

IRs is one of the relatively new terms generated by advancements in ICT, one that needs to be defined to enable us to proceed with our discussion. One of the pioneers in IRs – Clifford Lynch – gave one of the most fundamental definitions of IRs:

"a university-based institutional repository is a set of services that a university offers to the members of its community for the management and dissemination of digital materials created by the institution and its community members. It is most essentially an organizational commitment to the stewardship of these digital materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, as well as organization and access or distribution." (Lynch, 2003)

It is worth to mention specifically that Lynch defined IRs as “a set of services” instead of merely digital contents. Lynch also sees “institutional repositories as a species of digital library than a publishing platform,” (Poynder, 2006) which is a sufficient ground for me to conclude that “the terms IRs and DLs … [are] interchangeable” (Liauw, 2006a). Lynch’s definition – “a set of services” – suggests his far reaching look into the future. However for the sake of flow of discussion, let’s talk first about (digital) contents of IRs.

There are several different views on what IRs should contain. These different views don’t necessarily contradict one another. They rather define IRs contents from different scopes and perspectives, which in my opinion can complement one another. McDowell gave a more technical classification of IRs contents by stating:

“IR contents were classified into the following types: ETDs; e-prints (pre- or post- print articles); working papers and technical reports; conference proceedings and presentations; e-journals and e-books; learning objects; multimedia files (digital audio/video); datasets; pictures (images); digitized archival documents and university records (historical texts and primary sources); non-scholarly institutional publications; undergraduate student work; graduate student work (non-ETD); and course content (syllabi, assignments, lectures).” (McDowell, 2007)

Crow defined IRs contents more concisely as “scholarly; produced, submitted, or sponsored by an institution’s faculty (and, optionally, students), or other authorized agents; non-ephemeral; and licensable in perpetuity” (Crow, 2002a). In terms of contents of IRs, Lynch suggested that:

"a mature and fully realized institutional repository will contain the intellectual works of faculty and students – both research and teaching materials – and also documentation of the activities of the institution itself in the form of records of events and performance and of the ongoing intellectual life of the institution." (Lynch, 2003)

It is interesting to notice that Lynch’s definition above doesn’t limit IRs contents to “the intellectual works of faculty and students – both research and teaching materials” (emphasis added) only. Instead it also encompasses “documentation of the activities of the institution itself in the form of records of events and performance and of the ongoing intellectual life of the institution” (emphasis added).

Desa Informasi (DI) adopts Lynch’s definition for IRs contents and assumes that Crow’s and McDowell’s definitions as “subsets of Lynch’s” (Liauw, 2006a) and summarizes them into the characteristic of “locally-produced” contents. Desa Informasi then expands the definition to also include contents that have “features of local entities” (Liauw, 2006b). Using parallel terminologies from the traditional (hardcopy) collections, the “locally-produced” contents are the equivalence of “grey literature”, while contents with “features of local entities” are the equivalence of “local collections” (see “Harrod’s librarians’ glossary and reference book”). The term “local content” is a familiar term among Indonesian
librarians in defining both characteristics, and it will be used in this chapter to refer to contents with both characteristics.

DI started off as a limited-in-scope of theses digitization project to address the physical space limitation of PCU Library, which then evolved into an institutional repositories project. DI utilizes a custom-made web-based application called iSPEKTRA to manage digital objects using modified Dublin Core metadata set (http://dewey.petra.ac.id/dgt_directory.php). Although “interoperability on a metadata level has clearly been the most active area in digital repositories … [and] spurred by the Open Access movement, numerous repositories exposed their metadata through standard protocols,” (Aschenbrenner et al., 2008) iSPEKTRA has not yet addressed the interoperability issues in terms of compliance to Open Archives Initiatives – Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). It is a crucial issue that is being addressed along with the development of the new version of iSPEKTRA.

DI divides its collections into Themes instead of one big collection in order to create ‘added value’ to the collections. The main consideration is that “having several smaller thematic collections of interest to the communities is far better than having one big collection consisting of just about anything people can throw into the collection without any defining ‘character’ that binds them together” (Liauw, 2006a). The current DI collections are as follows; (Liauw, 2005)

- **Digital Theses**: Petra Christian University students’ theses collection in digital format; mostly PDF documents. There are also an increasing number of multimedia resources generated by the students of Faculty of Art and Design.
- **eDIMENSI**: digital version of articles from DIMENSI, scientific journals published by various academic departments of Petra Christian University.
- **Petra@rt Gallery**: works of art by campus communities (mostly students’ works) or works of art that are exhibited/displayed at Petra Christian University campus; mostly photographs and digitized-images. The collection contains wonderful visual resources, capturing and immortalizing the intrinsic knowledge and values of art in the works documented. Some of the wonderful themes are the Visual Poetry, Café Décor, Chairs of Indonesia, Destination Branded, Nusantara Bersatu (United Archipelago), etc.
- **Petra iPoster**: posters (with visual design elements) of events or issues related to Petra Christian University.
- **Petra Chronicle**: historical documents related to Petra Christian University.

![Fig. 1. An old photo from Surabaya Memory](http://www.intechopen.com)
The collection themes above clearly represent the “locally-produced” definition of DI contents. One other collection that represents the definition of “features of local entities” is the Surabaya Memory collection. It contains digital heritage resources on Surabaya city. Another newly-planned collection will be the “Chinese in Indonesia” digital collection, which is intended to supplement the special collection of the same name (in physical/hardcopy format). This latest collection (still in planning stage as of the time of this book’s publication) is created as support system for the newly-established Center for Chinese Indonesian Studies at Petra Christian Universities.

4. Facilitating structure amidst information overload and chaos

As with most IRs, “student work accounts for the largest percentage of items” in DI. Digital Theses is the largest collection in DI so far. This phenomenon happens in many institutions implementing IRs since “ETDs [Electronic Theses and Dissertations] are simply the lowest hanging fruit, and new submission batches can generally be counted on each semester” (McDowell, 2007). ETDs are also the ‘preferred’ contents since they “raise the profiles of the students who author them, the faculty and departments who foster them, and the institutions that provide them to the world” (Lippincott, 2006). The following tables will give readers a glimpse of DI collections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection Name/Theme</th>
<th># of Records</th>
<th># of Digital Objects</th>
<th>Total Size (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Theses</td>
<td>12,618</td>
<td>134,268</td>
<td>170,284,316,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eDIMENSI</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>282,689,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra iPoster</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>365,416,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra@rt Gallery</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>4,132,526,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surabaya Memory</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>402,415,694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Chronicle</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>2,489,567,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>14,246</td>
<td>137,391</td>
<td>177,956,932,574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection Name</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Moving Image/Video</th>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Audio, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Theses</td>
<td>115,830</td>
<td>18,228</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eDIMENSI</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra iPoster</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra@rt Gallery</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surabaya Memory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Chronicle</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>116,881</td>
<td>20,300</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In their article titled “Size isn’t everything: Sustainable repositories as evidenced by sustainable deposit profiles,” Carr & Brody stipulated that “sustained deposits” is a more accurate measurement than merely the size of IRs, since it reflects “community engagement.” They stated that “one of the measures of repository success should therefore be the university community’s take-up of these services” (Carr & Brody, 2007). They warned against using the size of IRs as the only indication of ‘healthy’ IRs. Referring to Davis and Connolly’s 2007 article titled Institutional repositories: Evaluating the reasons for non-use of Cornell University’s installation of DSpace, they noticed that “a repository can exhibit respectable overall growth that is attributable mainly to special-case batch imports” (Carr & Brody, 2007). Along this line of thinking, we should then analyze the deposit profile of DI to see any indication of its ‘health.’ Table 3 shows the growth of digital resources in DI from 2005 up to 2010. Carr & Brody used daily deposit profile in their survey of IRs by utilizing ROAR registry of Institutional Repositories. However since such data is not available for DI, Table 3 uses annual deposit profile instead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of Records</td>
<td>3,178</td>
<td>5,025</td>
<td>7,697</td>
<td>10,857</td>
<td>14,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth from Previous Year</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1,847</td>
<td>2,672</td>
<td>3,160</td>
<td>3,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Digital Objects</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>39,438</td>
<td>68,510</td>
<td>98,092</td>
<td>137,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth from Previous Year</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>29,072</td>
<td>29,582</td>
<td>39,299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


We can conclude from Table 3 that DI has a ‘healthy’ deposit profile since the growth of its contents is sustainable. Table 3 shows a steady growth in # of Records and Digital Objects every year. It is an indication of community engagement in supplying resources for DI. We can also conclude from our discussion so far that higher education institutions produced intellectual works in numerous subjects and formats besides the obvious scholarly works (theses and dissertations, journal articles, and research reports). Student works usually comprise the bulk of the works. Unfortunately most lecturers and academic departments don’t have the ‘sensitivity’ or the expertise needed to identify these student works as intellectual outputs that can be re-used as learning resources. They don’t know how to collect, organize, manage, and re-use/serve these digital objects as learning resources. Davenport observed that “[academic departments in universities] lack the organization and structures that would allow campus departments to easily share such information” (Davenport, 2006). Based on my observations, most faculties only keep the digital version of the resources on CD Roms and stack them in cabinets. This practice will consequently make the resources hard to be found and re-used. It’s as if faculties are lost amidst the chaotic and unstructured information overload.

Academic libraries could and should jump into the scene to introduce some sense of structure into the seemingly chaotic information resources produced by students (and faculties). IRs can be introduced as an elegant solution for the academic departments’ need for organizing these works and re-use them as learning resources. JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee) suggested this approach when it reported that IRs “are increasingly expected to act as corporate information management tools (records management and
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content management systems) and data sharing platforms (e.g. for the re-use of research data and learning objects)” (Poynder, 2006). This is one of the variations of IRs implementations (Furlough, 2010) and a common approach in Indonesian higher education libraries. However libraries should not just offer the IRs platform as a solution and then leave the academic departments, faculties, and students on their own to figure out how to self-archive (uploading their works into the IRs) and help them organize those resources. Based on an article by Erickson, Rutherford, & Elliott (2008), Salo warned against this approach when she reminded the readers that “the term ‘self-archiving’ has been taken too literal, abandoning faculty to their uncertainties and incapacities” (Salo, 2008).

Librarians should actively assume their ‘new’ role as IRs managers to increase the probability of a successful implementation of IRs by providing needed assistance to students and (especially) faculties in populating IRs. Libraries should do extra efforts to assist the academic departments, faculties, and students to get their works into IRs. However in their efforts to populate IRs, it is of a strategic importance for libraries to always present the issue as the academic departments and lecturers’ interests, not merely the libraries’ (Liauw, 2006a).

Mediated-deposit services was the method of choice for content acquisition for DI since it was formally launched in 2005. Local conditions required it and the fact that librarians would be the ones in charge of managing the contents – including the metadata – sounded more promising in the long run. The approach also asserts the role of librarians in providing some sense of structure into the whole collections. This choice turns out to be the right one since it works so far, while the alternative doesn’t look too promising. In her article Salo stated that “the notion that faculty members [(and students for that matter)] will actually push buttons and type metadata in order to deposit materials into IRs is an article of faith among repository-software developers. In practice, however, most deposits are third-party mediated, many by librarians, some by support staff or IT personnel” (Salo, 2008, emphasis added). Salo’s assertions and experience in DI prove that although mediated-deposit services might sound more ‘expensive’ and labor-intensive, it does offer more sustainability for IRs and more visibility to the role of librarians in the overall landscape of university-wide information management/organization.

Fig. 2. Batik pattern in PetraArt Gallery

Content acquisition strategy is different from one collection to the others, based on the nature of the contents. For example, the content acquisition for Digital Theses is pretty
straight forward since it ‘piggybacks’ on the university-wide theses deposit policy, which mandates all graduating students to deposit their theses to the Library in hardcopy and softcopy format. Contents for Petra@rt Gallery on the other hand are much harder to acquire since they are produced sporadically without any fixed-patterns. However it is crucial that content acquisition process establishes some kind of connections to the “administrative systems of the university or the local communities it serves” as Liauw suggested, since “otherwise the collection [(acquisition)] process will be too massive to manage sporadically and the sustainability of the flow of resources from the communities into the IRs will depend largely on fluctuating individual interests” (Liauw, 2006a). Contents for eDIMENSI are acquired through formal cooperation with the university’s research center, which acts as the publisher for DIMENSI journals. This approach ensures 100% incorporation of all articles published by the center into DI. Petra iPoster provides valuable lessons in its content acquisition effort and deserves a longer description. It is a common practice in Indonesian universities for the Public Relations office to be in charge for approving posters that will be posted on campus premises. We would have thought that a formal cooperation with the Public Relations office would guarantee 100% acquisition of posters at PCU by requiring poster-issuing units to provide the digital version of the submitted posters. However experience showed that it isn’t as simple as that initial assumption. User behaviors play critical roles in this matter. Poster-issuing units usually don’t have the digital version since they outsource the design and printing process to outside vendors. It requires extra time and effort to get them from the vendors. Other reasons might simply be the reluctance of the poster-issuing unit to spend more time preparing the digital copy to be submitted to the Public Relations office, especially when people are usually under a tight deadline to put the posters up. A request to provide an extra hardcopy poster as an alternative, instead of the digital version, was not successful either. We then noticed that another unit – the Campus Facility Management unit – is in charge for taking down ‘expired’ posters all across campus based on the expiry date stamped on each poster by the Public Relations office. We saw it as an opportunity to collect the posters for inclusion into Petra iPoster. So, instead of discarding the posters we merely ask the Campus Facility Management unit to send the posters to the Library. This never-thought-of-before approach proves to work well since it does not require any – or at least too much – disruption in the unit’s daily operations. Aschenbrenner et al. suggested this approach by saying that “repositories [should] become a natural part of the user’s daily work environment” (Aschenbrenner et al., 2008). The authors

Fig. 3. Sample Poster from Petra iPoster
In acquiring contents for IRs, librarians should actively come to the academic departments, lecturers, and students as someone who is offering an information/resources management system to address their needs for organizing faculty and student works. IRs can be offered as the solution that will help in introducing and facilitating structure amidst the bulk and numerous different types of faculty and (especially) student works. Librarians will then be able to re-assert their role as information managers for their campus communities.

Surabaya Memory (SM) presents another challenge in its content acquisition due to the nature of its contents that features “local entities,” which translates into public participation in the content development. Unlike contents for other collections in DI that are locally produced, contents for SM is developed by involving the campus communities as well as general public. There has been some level of public participation from individuals and organizations that lent their personal or institutional collections relating to the heritage and history of Surabaya city. However the current level of public participation is still not as well as expected. Liauw observed that the two main reasons for this lack of participation are “the lack of information-sharing culture and the sentimental/personal [or even financial] values of heritage-related resources to their owners or copyright holders.” Bluntly put, “some people have been making money out of selling duplicates of old photographs and manuscripts” (Liauw, 2010). On the other side, some individuals have been spending a lot of money to acquire old photographs and manuscripts into their personal collections.
money spent in acquiring those resources has become a big obstacle to share the resources – not even their digitized version – with the society. It’s also a common knowledge that “big collectors tend to collect for their own enjoyment” (Liauw, 2010, emphasis added). Facing such challenges, Liauw suggested two strategies to help alleviate the problem. The first strategy is to collaborate with big collectors to hold exhibitions. When we have gained their trust it usually (but not always) is easier to solicit their participations by contributing some of their collections to SM. The second strategy is to “network with other heritage-based organizations to identify individuals with possession of cultural heritage materials” (Liauw, 2010). I would like to also add that it is very important to show to stakeholders (especially those big collectors) that the shared resources will benefit the society.

Although content acquisition itself has posed many challenges, it is essential that we do not view any IRs projects only as a matter of populating it with the desired contents. McDowell offered another perspective on IRs. He offered a definition from functional point of view, which defines IRs as: (McDowell, 2007)

1. “an institution-wide service. Faculty members of every academic unit must be able to submit, regardless of departmental affiliation [no use or subject limitations].

2. intended to collect, preserve, and provide access to, among other things, faculty scholarly output in multiple formats.

3. must be actively taking submissions.”

Although DI does fulfill the above definition and has managed to reach some level of sustainability in content acquisition, it still falls short in providing services and interactions/collaborations to its users, capitalizing on the acquired contents. Regarding future directions for IRs, Furlough suggested that IRs (contents) should be “integrated into instruction, reference and collection development” (Furlough, 2010).

Based on the discussions above IRs, such as DI, has managed to fulfill its role to “serve as tangible indicators of a university’s quality and to demonstrate the scientific, societal, and economic relevance of its research activities.” Let’s now examine the successfulness of IRs in fulfilling its other role to “provide a critical component in reforming the system of scholarly communication … [and to] reasserts control over scholarship by the academy, increases competition and reduces the monopoly power of journals” (Crow, 2002b).

5. Facilitating scholarly communications

Although reforming scholarly communication system has been one of the “two strategic issues” (Crow, 2002b) that IRs try to address, McDowell concluded that “IR has been relatively unsuccessful in fulfilling [that] ‘original’ role.” This assertion was supported by his survey, which found that “the percentage of peer-reviewed works – pre- and post-prints, e-journal articles, and e-books – is considerably [small], around 13%” (McDowell, 2007). It is obvious IRs has been facing serious challenges in the scholarly communication arena. There are several reasons why IRs is not the preferred choice for disseminating researches. Aschenbrenner et al. observed that “journal publication patterns are already well in place and they are often (rightly or wrongly) considered the most reliable route to scientific credit” (Aschenbrenner et al., 2008). Foster added to that observation by identifying the current established system that “rewards faculty members with tenure and promotion based on their success at getting published in respected scholarly journals” as the main reason why “professors do not have much incentive to put their material in an experimental online archive” (Foster, 2004). There are also some faculties “who believe that self-archiving [in
IRs] may threaten their rights over their work, their relationship with their favorite publishers, or their status in their disciplinary communities.” This trend has led Salo to assert that “libraries whose support for repositories rests purely on hopes of collecting peer-reviewed literature would be well-advised not to bother with them” (Salo, 2008).

Another challenge in the scholarly communication arena comes from the fact that most IRs are functioning only as digital resources management system, without “the more complex services on which users [authors or faculties] depend” (Chavez, et al., 2007). IRs might be useful and/or powerful for organizing and managing digital resources, but “[authors] want something that will support the authoring process, not just the finished product” (Foster, 2004). IRs also needs to strive to “become a natural part of the user's [or authors'] daily work environment” (Aschenbrenner et al., 2008). This might explain why IRs can achieve relative successes in acquiring contents from students, but not from faculties or peer-reviewed publication authors. Salo noticed that slight exceptions might apply for “younger scholars [or faculties, who] may [still] be attracted to self-archiving as a way to game a prestige system otherwise stacked against them” (Salo, 2008).

Besides all the shortcomings of IRs in the scholarly communication arena, I believe IRs has managed to reduce the total monopoly of conventional journal publishers. Many journal publishers have revised their publishing and copyright policies to allow authors to self-archive in institutional or subject repositories. The new policies wouldn't have had materialized had it not been because of open access movement (or spirit) embodied in IRs. There are currently open access (book and journal) publishers offering alternatives to conventional publishers. More and more universities and research institutions are jumping into the open access (and IRs) bandwagon by instituting Open Access Mandates in their institutions. Although in its current state IRs might not achieve big success in (radically) reforming scholarly communication, I believe that IRs has contributed – to certain extent – the efforts in “advancing the positive transformation of scholarly communication over the long term” (Crow, 2002b, emphasis added).

The same challenge is faced by DI in acquiring journal articles from faculties. DI – as an IRs system – has not yet accommodated any authoring or collaborative process. In its current state, DI acquires contents for eDIMENSI (scientific journal articles) collections through a formal cooperation with the Research Center at PCU. The Research Center is the formal agency at PCU that manages the review, editorial, and publication processes of DIMENSI journals using the Open Journal System (OJS). The cooperation allows the Library to batch download the newly published articles and feed them into DI. It might be the future direction to merge the two systems into a single platform, which will streamline much of the processes involved in both entities (Research Center and Library) and open up opportunities to create new collaborative features in the future.

6. Facilitating collaborations

An important aspect of IRs that is often overlooked is its potential as a collaborative platform for the campus communities. If we agree that IRs is, as Lynch stated, "a set of services that a university [library] offers to the members of its community for the management and dissemination of digital materials created by the institution and its community members" (Lynch, 2003, emphasis added) then academic libraries have an invaluable asset in their hands. This asset has a functions and/or roles that span traditional boundaries of campus communities, units, and academic disciplines. Due to this nature,
academic libraries that implement and manage IRs will soon discover themselves introduced to a rich variety of local contents produced by different campus communities covering a wide range of academic disciplines.

Cross-pollination or cross-fertilization of knowledge is a natural consequence of exposures to such rich and diverse local contents. Contents produced by a campus community can be re-used as learning resources by other campus communities. Marketing or promotional efforts can be conducted by academic libraries to introduce these local contents to all academic departments and provide insights on possibilities of their uses for each department. Libraries can also expand features in their IRs to be able to link to e-learning systems (such as Moodle) used on campus. The linking will enable students and faculties to access our local contents directly from the e-learning systems that they are using for teaching and learning, thus increasing exposures of the contents to various campus communities. These efforts will expose local contents from a specific campus community to a wider audience.

Thematic exhibitions will also provide rich exposures for students, who otherwise would have been ‘confined’ to their particular field of studies. The experience will enrich students’ learning experience. Thematic exhibitions of local contents can sometimes create unique opportunities for inter-disciplinary conversations. Liauw told of an interesting story as an example of how thematic exhibitions can create such conversations. A thematic onsite exhibition featuring photography documentary of Sedulur Sikep – an ethnic minority in Central Java, Indonesia – was held in 2006, displaying works of a student from Visual Communication Design Department. The exhibition sparked interests from other academic disciplines to conduct other researches on the ethnic minority. An English Department faculty was interested to conduct further study on the linguistic aspects of the ethnic minority. Another faculty from Interior Design Department expressed interests in doing further studies on the ornamental design on the ethnic’s settlements (Liauw, 2006b). This

Fig. 5. A Thematic Onsite Exhibition Featuring Photography Documentary of Sedulur Sikep Ethnic Group in Central Java, Indonesia (2006)
example shows that academic libraries should treat their local contents and exhibition spaces as assets to be used to facilitate collaborations and conversations across academic disciplines.

Fig. 6. School Children Playing Information Scavenger Game at Surabaya Memory Exhibition (2007)

Fig. 7. Surabaya Memory Heritage Walk (2007)

Wider collaborations among different campus units and academic departments can be facilitated when academic libraries capitalize on their local contents in IRs to reach out to the society. Academic libraries can create and carry out various programs and activities jointly with other campus communities. Surabaya Memory (SM) provided a good example on this aspect. Digital resources in SM have been used as part of the teaching and learning process.
by Architecture Department, Tourism and Leisure Management Department, and Hotel Management Department. However SM has also become a collaborative platform for PCU Library and other campus units to reach out to the society in Surabaya city. Every May (anniversary of Surabaya) SM conducts thematic exhibitions in a mall in Surabaya. During the exhibition, which usually lasts four to ten days, various competitions, cultural performances, and heritage walks are held to celebrate the city’s anniversary. All these programs and activities have been made possible by the collaborations between the Library and various academic departments. The Event Management course at Hotel Management Department has been using SM as real world projects for its students. The students are assigned to help the Library in preparing and supervising the exhibition, looking for sponsors, creating events and performances during the exhibition, etc. The Cultural Tourism course at Tourism and Leisure Management Department has also been using SM as real world projects for its students by conducting heritage walks throughout the year for campus communities as well as the general public. IRs can also serve as collaborative platform to build networks with various parties outside the university boundaries. SM has been functioning as a networking tool for PCU. Various co-operations and collaborations have been initiated between PCU communities and outside parties through SM. Furthermore SM has served as a common platform for campus communities at PCU to reach out to the society.

It is obvious from the discussions above that IRs can facilitate collaborations if academic libraries are willing to go beyond merely populating their IRs with digital contents. Collaborations with various campus communities will strengthen the libraries’ roles on campus and help libraries tremendously in advocating their services to the campus communities. Libraries can even increase the institutional visibility of the whole institution with their IRs projects.

7. Facilitating institutional visibility

Academic libraries have always contributed to the institutional visibility of their host institutions. They have unconsciously played ‘silent’ marketing role, promoting their host institutions in the process. Their unique nature as public spaces has allowed them to be visited by various members of the community, inside and outside of campus boundaries. Libraries are the very few institutions in the world where ordinary people would feel comfortable to visit even though they don’t have any membership or institutional affiliation. Academic libraries should capitalize on this aspect to facilitate institutional visibility. Before the advent of the Internet and DLs/IRs, this would mean providing their traditional collections and services, and physical spaces to the campus communities and the society. The Internet, open access movement, and DLs/IRs have provided new opportunities for academic libraries to raise their contributions to the facilitating of institutional visibility of their host institutions. Digital contents in IRs should be provided freely to enable a wider dissemination to the global audience, which in turn will translate into a significant increase in institutional visibility. There is no longer any physical barrier that limits the scope of the dissemination of the IRs’ contents as in physical library collections. This is also the experience of DI. Table 4 shows the web access profile for “petra.ac.id” domain (accessed on September 30, 2010 from http://www.alexa.com). The table shows that http://digilib.petra.ac.id (the server that stores the digital local content of DI) and
Table 4. Domain Profile for “petra.ac.id” from Alexa
Source: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/petra.ac.id

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subdomain</th>
<th>Percent of Site Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>digilib.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dewey.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petra.ac.id</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genesis.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>careercenter.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puslit2.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faculty.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fportifolio.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puslit.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>john.petra.ac.id</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://dewey.petra.ac.id (the online catalog of PCU Library that store the metadata of the digital resources stored in DI) are the two top sub-domains that generate 80.1% of the traffic to “petra.ac.id” domain. (years) age range and mostly browse the Internet from school or home. This is a very significant contribution that PCU Library - through DI - has made to the overall ‘Internet marketing’ of the university. The access statistics from Alexa is confirmed by the weblog of the DI server (http://digilib.petra.ac.id) as shown in Table 5. More opportunities to facilitate institutional visibility can be gained when we share metadata of our digital contents with other IRs. This can be achieved by utilizing the OAI-PMH or even a ‘low-tech’ approach by exporting the metadata and exchange them using spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel. This approach is being utilized by DI while an upgrade to an OAI-PMH compliant system is still in progress. The Indonesian Ministry of National Education under its Directorate General of Higher Education has launched a collaborative program to create a ‘union catalog’ of metadata for local contents from higher education institutions across Indonesia called Garuda (http://garuda.dikti.go.id). Networking opportunities like this provide increased visibility of our IRs and host institution.

Rankings by independent organizations that measure websites and online resources provide additional incentives for developing IRs. One of them is the Ranking Web of World Universities (http://www.webometrics.info) that measures world universities’ commitment to open access by looking at digital contents on their websites. Using certain methodology it has managed to rank world universities based on several parameters. DI opens up its digital contents to be indexed by Google, which has enabled Webometrics to measure the “Size” and “Rich Files” (see http://www.webometrics.info/methodology.html) stored in DI.
Webometrics rankings are important for us in Indonesia since they are being used by Directorate General of Higher Education as one of several metrics to measure performances of Indonesian higher education institutions. PCU has been ranked #5 along with big state universities in Indonesia. A good rank will surely contribute to the increased visibility of the host institutions. This fact strengthens the assertion that IRs serve as one of “meaningful indicators of an institution’s academic quality … thus increasing the institution’s visibility, status, and public value” (Crow, 2002b).

8. Conclusion

Advancement in ICT has reshaped the landscape of the future for many professions. Librarian as a profession and libraries as institutions are not immune to changes brought by ICT. Many of their traditional functions and/or roles have been altered or even taken away from them by technology, thus librarians and libraries –especially academic libraries – need to ‘redefine’ their functions and/or roles to stay relevant in the new landscape of the future. Institutional repositories (IRs) – as a species of digital libraries (DLs) – provides opportunities for academic libraries to re-assert their roles in the communities they serve. Through IRs academic libraries can strengthen their roles as managers of institutional information assets and re-use them as learning resources for the benefits of the campus communities.

In their efforts to populate IRs, academic libraries should not leave faculties on their own. Besides providing an IRs application to manage digital contents, libraries should also assist faculties and campus communities in identifying, collecting, and re-using those contents. By
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doing all these efforts libraries introduce structure into the myriads of digital contents available in or produced by campus communities. Although in the scholarly communications arena IRs has not yet achieved substantial successes, IRs has managed to at least reduce the total domination of conventional journal publishers. With extra efforts libraries can utilize IRs to facilitate scholarly ‘conversations’ across different academic disciplines on campus.

By setting goals beyond merely populating IRs, libraries will be able to capitalize on IRs’ contents to create various programs and activities that will facilitate and foster collaborations among different campus communities, and between campus communities and the society. IRs can even develop into a common platform for campus communities to reach out to the society.

Amidst the ups and downs of IRs projects in academic libraries across the globe I would like to echo the optimism voiced by Aschenbrenner et al.:

“Digital repositories have rapidly become an integral part of higher education and other digital environments. Setbacks with regard to user adoption, and technological dead ends of insular efforts, have not induced a significant dip in the growth of the community. Instead, they have added new perspectives on how repositories can be embedded into their organizational and social contexts.” (Aschenbrenner et al., 2008)

More fundamentally, amidst technological changes and the changing landscape of our profession, I would like to close our discussion by citing one of the fundamental principles of our profession:

Underlying the special character of librarianship is not its techniques, but its fundamental values. The significance of librarianship lies not in mastery of sources, organizational skills, or technological competence, but in why librarians perform the functions they do. (Rubin, 2004, p. 468)
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